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The Nexus Larp
W ha t i s a L a r p?

LARP stands for Live Action Role Playing
Game. A LARP is just like a standard
tabletop Role Playing Game, such as
Dungeons and Dragons, Cyberpunk
or Dawnfire, except that the players
act out their characters physically (to
some degree) as well as mentally, and interact in real time and real space. Conflict resolution is done with Jan-Ken-Pon
(Rock Paper Scissors) instead of with
dice.
For those who have never played a role
playing game before, the concept of a
LARP is very simple. Do you remember
playing cops and robbers when you were
a kid? Well, it's the pretty much the
same thing now, except you're more
grown up, and you have rules to prevent
the whole “I shot you!” “Nuh-uh” “Did
too!” “Did not!” arguments from happening. LARP is just make-believe with a few
rules.

nals, the players should not actually
touch each other or physically perform
actions on other players. Accidents do
happen, and we don’t want any injuries.
Even if all players involved agree to
physical contact, no combat should ever
be actually physically performed. Remember: though you and other players
may be aware of what’s going on in a
scene, this LARP takes place in the midst
of a convention, and other con-goers
(and, more importantly, con security)
may have no idea that you’re engaging in
some organized make-believe (see Rule
4).

2. NO STUNTS
Sure, your character can balance on the
chain link fence, punch a metal pole full
strength without hurting himself, leap to
the top of a tree, and survive a jump
from the roof to the ground. You, the
player, cannot (and even if you argue
that you can, this is not the place to
demonstrate those abilities). As a general rule, you should abide by the normal common-sense rules of behavior
that guide day-to-day life. In other
words, do not attempt to perform any
Before we move on, there are a few imphysical anime actions that are dangerportant standard rules of conduct that
ous. Again, we don’t want injuries.
must be obeyed during the LARP. Violation of these may result in warnings,
3. NO WEAPONS
time-outs, or dismissal from the
Players are not allowed to use real or
game.
replica weapons of any sort. A player
may carry a costume weapon as part of
1. NO TOUCHING
their costume, so long as the weapon
We cannot emphasize enough how imabides
by
the
rules
of
the
portant this rule is. Even when engaged
convention/site in which the game is
in highly physical activities, such as
held. However, if the weapon is used or
combat, seduction, or arresting crimiotherwise becomes a safety hazard, the
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GMs reserve the right to ask that it be seek the Head GM for a final ruling.
taken off/returned to the player’s room. However, this should not be done simply
because you disagree with a ruling;
4. BE MINDFUL OF NON-LARPERS
only consult the Head GM if you beFor some unknown reason, not all atten- lieve a significant rules call error was
dees of the convention want to play in made or you have received contradicthe LARP. These people may not know tory or irreconcilable rules calls.
that you are playing a LARP, or understand what the LARP is, and may be
confused, disturbed or scared by LARP
actions. Only LARP to your fullest with
other LARPers, and do not attempt to en- Now that those basic rules are out of the
gage in LARP-related actions with non- way, there are some terms which must
players. Further, be mindful of the be defined.
non-players, and do not let your LARPing interfere with their enjoyment of the A Player is a person who has taken a
convention. For example, do not disrupt character and will be playing that one
other con events, or wake people up in character throughout the LARP.
the middle of the night in the hotels. As
part of this rule, various convention lo- A PC is a Player Character, one of the
cations will be designated as off-limits characters being played by a single
for LARPing. These locations will be an- Player for the LARP.
nounced at the opening meeting. If
you’re unsure of which areas are off-lim- An NPC is a Non-Player Character. In
other words, it’s a character not conits, see a GM.
trolled by a player. NPCs include generic
characters, such as cops, shop keeps,
5. REMEMBER IT’S JUST A GAME
Almost as important as the first rule, re- soldiers, students, etc, as well as named
member that this LARP is just a game. characters not controlled by the playPeople will be interacting with you as ers. NPCs will be represented by
characters, based on your character. Do GMs, and occasionally Assistant
not take things personally. If you have a GMs.

Definitions

real problem with something another
A GM is a Game Master. These individplayer is doing, see a GM.
uals create and control the plot and the
events that will be held over the course
6. LISTEN TO THE GAME MASTERS
The GMs are the ultimate authority in of the LARP. They are responsible for
the game. Their calls are the final rul- final calls on rules, providing plot inforings on any situation. If you truly be- mation, resolving complicated skill tests,
lieve that a GM has made an error, and running complicated conflicts and
that GM will not reconsider, you may events and playing the multitude of
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NPCs available to interact with the Primary Attributes are the basic aspects
player chacters. A GM does not have to of a character. They are often tested or
be present for any given event, combat used by special abilities or items.
or conflict, but they are present if needed
to make a plot or rules call, or to track
: This describes how physiammo, Body and Energy.
cally strong and tough the character is.
An Assistant GM is a player who has This attribute is the base damage that
volunteered to help the GMs with the the character will deal with physical atrunning of the LARP. They play their tacks. Power is also used to lift heavy
characters just the same as other play- objects, to break things, and to deterers. However, they have been granted mine contests of strength such as arm
limited authority to facilitate actions and wrestling. It is often used to resist bindmove the plot along. Assistant GMs can ing and physical effects such as paralyanswer questions on rules, make rule sis, poison or disease.
resolution calls, may mark Body, Energy
and ammo for tracking, and may have
This describes how
some plot information not available to
regular players. Their rules calls carry agile, dexterous and otherwise physically
the same authority as a GM’s call, but a apt the character is. This attribute is
full GM can overrule an Assistant GM at used when the character’s balance, coordination, endurance or other physical
any time.
characterisitcs are called on.

Power

Athletics:

Characters

All PCs and NPCs have various Attributes that come into play when there is
an in-game conflict that is not resolved
through role-playing. Characters are
rated in nine Attributes: six primary attributes, Power, Athletics, Brains, Confidence, Charisma and Affluence, and
three secondary attributes, Body, Energy and Resilience. Characters also
possess a wide variety of Skills and Abilities.

Brains: This describes how smart

the character is, and how good he is at
figuring things out. This attribute is
used for schoolwork, solving problems or
puzzles, memorization, or any mental
game or challenge not covered by a specific skill.

Confidence:

This describes

how strongly the character can dedicate
himself to something and resist being
commanded or controlled. Confidence
represents willpower, focus and inner
strength. It is used in tests of courage
(Power, Athletics, Brains, Confidence, or concentration and as a defense
Charisma, Affluence)

Primary

Attributes
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against attempts to affect the character mally possible (Captain Tylor’s Confimentally or emotionally.
dence or Red Mantle’s Charisma). Most
people will have a 3 or 4 in an attribute,
with exceptional characters having a 5,
: This describes how
masters having a 6, and below average
charming, intimidating or otherwise so- and or children often having a 2. There
cially influencing the character is. This are exceptionally rare cases of someone
attribute can be tested when attempting having an attribute above 7, (Maris the
to influence social interactions not cov- Chojo’s Power) but those characters will
ered by skills. It can also be used when have special rules relating to those atattempting to put oneself forward in a tributes on their sheet.
social selection situation.
While
Charisma and social skills should not
replace role-playing, it can be acceptable
to display or truthfully announce your
Charisma attribute value to other players in a situation where your character’s
charm, imposing persona, cuteness, annoyingness, or similar charismatic quality would affect the role-playing.

Charisma

Affluence: This describes how

much wealth or requisitioning ability the
character has available in the LARP. This
attribute can be used to acquire things,
establish connections or hire others. It
can be used to represent the character’s
wealth at any time, but it can only be
used to acquire items a number of times
per day equal to your affluence. For
more information, see details on acquisition in the Items section below.
Attributes are measured on a scale of 1
to 7. A rating of 1 describes someone
who is crippled or abnormally deficient
in the area (Osaka’s Athletics or Shinji
Ikari’s Confidence), while a 7 is reserved
for someone who has the attribute at a
level well beyond those considered nor-
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Attributes
Power
Athletics
Brains
Confidence

Charisma
Affluence

1

2

3

4

5

Hyatt
Ayasugi

Daisaku
Kuzama

Misato
Katsuragi

Gon
Freaks

Son Goku

Gourry
Gabriev

Yurika
Misumaru

HaruHaru
Haruko

Koshi
Ridko

Mizuno
Ami

Shinji Ikari Misaki
Suzuhara

Tohru
Honda

Osaka

Ataru
Moroboshi

Usagi

Takakura
Takeo
Jet Black

Yahiko

Spike
Speigel

Vash the
Stampede

Keitaro
Urashima

Amano
Ginji

Yomiko
Readman

Touga
Kiryu

Alphonse
Elric

Secondary Attributes

(Body, Energy, Resilience)
Secondary Attributes are measures of
certain capacities of the character.
These attributes are never tested. Instead, two of them are spent or depleted,
and must be recovered, and the third is
simply applied as appropriate. They have
no set scale.

Body: A measure of how much dam-

age the character can take. The normal range for characters is 5 (for
children) to 15 (for hardened fighters).
Items, Mechs and vehicles will also have
Body (called Integrity), though they may
be in any range. Any Body above 15 or
below 5 indicates something or someone
abnormally strong or weak. Body does
not recover automatically,

Sakura
Kinamoto
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7

Ryoga
Hibiki

A-ko

Washuu

Edogawa
Conan

Himura
Kenshin

Girl Type
Ranma

Eikichi
Onizuka

Monkey
D. Luffy

Captain
Tylor

Roger
Smith

Mendou
Shuutaro

Count of

Katsuhiko
Jinnai

Kurata
Sana

Red Mantle
MonteCristo

and can only be regained through successful use of the Medicine skill, magical
healing or healing items.

Energy: A measure of how much

power you have available to be spent on
powers, spells and abilities listed on
your sheet, be they magical, spiritual,
technological or something else entirely
(this is an anime LARP, after all). Items,
vehicles and mechs may also have Energy listed on their sheets for their own
abilities and powers. In order to use a
power or ability that carries a cost, you
must first mark off the requisite Energy,
or the power will not take effect, and
other players do not have to react to the
power use. If your Energy ever reaches
0, you become weakened, and all your
Primary Attributes are reduced by one
until you regain one or more Energy.
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Characters awaken each morning with
all of their Energy replenished after a full
night’s rest. They can also rest during
the day to recover energy. If a character
wants to rest and recover energy, the
player must see a GM beforehand, and
again when waking up so the GM can
determine how much energy the character regains. While a character is recovering energy, the player may stay in play
and act out her character sleeping, meditating or resting. Staying in play is not
required, but staying in play while recovering will regain more than energy than
temporarily leaving the game.

Resilience: A measure of how

well the character avoids/resists damage. Resilience is subtracted from any
damage dealt to the character. Not every
character will have this attribute. Only
the toughest of characters will.

Skills

Skills represent things characters can do
or special knowledge they have. Skills
are generally rated on a 0-7 scale as follows: 0 means that the character has no
experience with the skill; 1 is passing familiarity, 2 is basic training, 3 is talented
amateur, 4 is professional level, 5 is expert, 6 is master, and 7 is above and beyond all normal levels of skill. However,
unlike attributes, a character may have
a negative number (-1 or beyond) or an
N/A designation on a skill. A negative
skill means that the character’s skill ac-
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tually negates the skill of other characters working cooperatively with the character, and can even lessen the skill of
an item the character uses. Any other
effects of negative skills are explained
in detail on the sheets of characters that
have them. The N/A means that the
character is precluded from using the
skill, and may not learn the skill or gain
a bonus from items that have that skill.
A complete list of skills, and how they
work, is listed on pages 15-23

Resolution System:
Jan-Ken-Pon

All resolution in the LARP is done
using Jan-Ken-Pon (JKP), or, as it is
known in English, Rock-Paper Scissors. For those who do not know JKP,
the rules are simple. Each person hides
his or her hand (or keeps it in a fist) for
a chant of “Jan-Ken-Pon-Shoot”. On the
word “shoot” both participants throw
their hand out either in a fist (rock), flat
(paper), or as a two-fingered V (scissors).
Rock breaks scissors, scissors cut paper,
paper covers rock. When throwing, if
your hand defeats the other (Rock v.
Scissors) it counts as a win, if your
hand is defeated by the other (Scissors
v. Rock) it is considered a loss. The
counting of ties (Scissors v. Scissors) depends on the type of the test. There are
two types of test: standard and excellence.
A standard test determines
whether you succeed or fail at an action,
while an excellence test allows you to determine how well you can succeed by
testing against increasing difficulties.

Standard Tests
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hard it is to succeed when testing this
way, it is sometimes referred to as a
There are two types of Standard Tests— “long-shot test.”
Standard, and Standard Contested.
Standard Tests occur when a character Example 1: Kagome is trying to shoot a
is testing against something reason- target with an arrow. The target has a
ably ordinary, or is doing something standard Difficulty of 0 to hit. Kagome’s
to himself, or on someone who isn’t skill is an accomplished archer with a
resisting. Standard Contested Tests in- skill of 4, so she may throw four JKP. As
volve one person’s difficulty from their- soon as she wins or ties one of them, she
Standard Test being used as the has hit the target. If she loses all four,
Difficulty for an opposing character’s she misses. And because she’s missed
test. The Difficulty is a number that all four, she has to throw one more
rates how hard an action is. These are time—a Critical Failure test, explained
the rules for Standard Tests:
below.

1. If the skill being tested is greater than
the Difficulty, the player testing the skill
throws a number of JKP equal to the difference. As soon as the player wins or
ties a single JKP, the test ends in success. If the player loses all his JKP
throws, the test ends in failure and the
player must make a Critical Failure test.

Example 2: Nene is trying to hack her
way into the computers of Central
Dogma to find information on something
called an “Eva.” With a hacking skill of
6, she’s really good, but Central Dogma
is very well secured and a GM assigns a
Difficulty of 6 to the test. Nene throws
one JKP. If it’s a tie, she throws again. If
she wins, she’s in, and if she loses, she’s
2. If the skill is equal to the Difficulty, blocked out—and if her first throw is a
the player throws JKP until he wins or loss, she must test for Critical Failure.
loses one, re-throwing ties. If the player
wins, the test is a success. If the player Example 3: Most of Yankumi’s math
loses, the test is a failure. If his first problems aren’t too hard, and the GM
throw is a loss, the player then makes a assigns this one a Difficulty of 3. Too
Critical Failure test.
bad for Tomoko she didn’t study and her
Brains is only 1. She needs to throw two
3. If the skill is less than the Diffi- JKP and win them both to get the right
culty, the player throws a number of answer. Otherwise, she must test for
JKP equal to the difference, and must Critical Failure, and either just answer
win all of them for the test to end in suc- incorrectly, or, if she loses the Critical
cess. As soon as the player loses or ties Failure throw, screw up in spectacular
a JKP, the test ends in failure. If he fashion.
throws a loss, the player must make a
Critical Failure test. Because of how
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Standard Contested
Tests

A contested test occurs when a character
tries to use a skill on or against another
character. This is really just a special
case of a standard test, in which some
skill or attribute of the defending character is used as the Difficulty.

Example 1: Spike Spiegel has caught
wind of the biggest bounty he’s ever
heard of, one Vash the Stampede, and
now Spike finally has Vash in his sights.
When Spike takes a shot, he will use his
Fire Gun skill of 6, and the Difficulty will
be equal to Vash’s dodge, a 7.

Example 2: Lupin III has managed to
filch some lovely jewel, possibly in the
hopes of wooing Fujiko by giving it to
her. Who knows. What matters is that
Inspector Zenigata has caught sight of
Lupin and would dearly love to catch the
thief red-handed. Lupin uses his Hide
Stuff skill of a 5 to stash the jewel in a
place the detective can’t find. Lupin now
gets to set his Difficulty; if he succeeds
against that Difficulty, then that’s the
Difficulty of the Search test he Inspector
must make to see through Lupin’s guile.
Lupin, being the daring man he is, decides to try for a Difficulty 6. Since his
skill is only a 5, he must make his throw,
or he’ll have to make one addition test
for Critical Failure. Assuming the master
thief makes his check, Zenigata now has
to make a Difficulty 6 check with his
Search skill!
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If Lupin had chosen to try for a Difficulty
5 check, he would only have to throw
once. If his first throw was a tie, he’d get
to disregard it and throw again. But if
his second throw was a loss, that first tie
would keep him from having to make a
Critical Failure test.
If Lupin had decided to mock the Inspector and call for a lower Difficulty, he’d
subtract the desired Difficulty from his
total skill rating. Assuming he chooses a
Difficulty of 4, Lupin gets to throw only
once—but if he wins or ties, he’s successfully secreted the jewel upon his
person at a Difficulty of 4. If Lupin had
chosen a Difficulty of, say, 2, he’d subtract that number from his skill, giving him 3 throws in which to win or
tie to successfully hide the jewel from
Zenigata’s prying eyes—but only at a Difficulty of 2.

Excellence Tests

An Excellence Test is a special type of
test that has a numerical result instead
of ending in success or failure. To make
an excellence test, the player makes a
series of standard tests, starting at difficulty 1 and increasing the difficulty
by one for each subsequent test. The
player stops as soon as she fails one of
these tests, and the result of the excellence test is equal to the highest difficulty at which the player succeeded on
the series of standard tests. If the player
fails at difficulty 1, the result is zero and
she must make a critical failure test.
Skills and Abilities that require Excellence Tests will explain how the result is
applied.
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Critical Failure: Whenever you throw
nothing but losses in a standard or excellence test, there is a chance for your
failure to go critical. To test for critical
failure, throw another JKP. If you lose,
you have critically failed. A critical
failure is always a detrimental outcome. Some powers, abilities and
spells will list the critical failure effect.
If not, and a GM is present, the GM will
determine the effect of critical failure. If
no GM is present, ham it up, and make
the failure fun or exciting! Special Rule:
Some skills allow the player to choose
his own Difficulty. If he chooses a Difficulty higher than his skill, and throws
nothing but losses on the test, his failure
automatically goes critical. He does not
need to throw an extra JKP.

Working Together: The best way for
characters to overcome really difficult
situations is to work together. When two
or more characters attempt to combine
skills, they may choose one character to
test for the group. For each other person
who is attempting to add their skill to
help, the testing character gains a bonus
of 1 to his skill. Thus, he may accomplish far more than he could alone. This
can be used in combat, as explained
below. Of course, working together
doesn’t guarantee success. A group of
characters can still fail and even critically fail. A critical failure when working
together should affect everyone involved
somehow. If possible, get a GM whenever a whole group critically fails. Also
note the following: even if a character
doesn’t have the highest skill rating in a
group, there may be a reason, such as a
special power attached to the skill, that

makes him or her the best choice to lead
in a group skill check.

Combat

Starting a Battle

In-character, combat can be initiated in
any number of ways, from taking a
swing at someone, to sniping them from
a distance, to casting a spell, to insulting
their cuteness. However, for LARP purposes, all combat is initiated by the attacking character’s player walking over
to the other player(s) and telling the
other player(s) how the battle is starting.
For instance, the player could say “My
character takes a swing at you” (never
actually take a swing at someone), “My
character is up on that ledge, and has
just taken a shot at you,” “My character
is chanting something and glowing,” or
“Hey, you un-cute girl, who would ever
want to marry you?” Please note that
the authors take no responsibility for the
damage your character may receive for
using the last statement.
If the first attack was open, proceed
through the combat mechanics below. If
the attack was a surprise attack, the attacking character may take the first action for the first round and reduce the
defender’s effective Dodge by 2 for the
first attack. In order to gain a surprise
attack you must either 1) Be hidden, and
using a power that does not give warning
(like, say, chanting a spell or calling an
attack name), 2) Be shooting or casting
from more than 30’ away or 3) Have a
power that allows for surprise attacks.
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Combat Mechanics

Combat is broken up into rounds. In
each round, a character will be able to
take one offensive action. Each round is
broken up into combat turns. A turn is
simply a fancy mechanic for organizing
the order in which characters take their
offensive actions. Defensive actions are
not limited by turns.

Initiative and Combat Turns

The first step of any combat is determining what order people can take their actions. Initiative is determined by adding
a character’s Athletics and Brains together. The highest number goes first.
Effectively, in each combat round, there
will be 15 combat turns, one for each
possible combination of Brains and Athletics, and one for anyone who gains an
ability to bypass her initiative and go
first. However, it is unlikely that all 15
combinations will ever be present in a
battle.
The character with the highest Initiative
has the option of going first. He may
take his offensive action on his initiative
turn, or he may chose to wait until a
later turn to take it. Actions cannot be
held into a new round unless an ability
expressly allows for it. If a person with a
higher initiative holds his action until a
later turn, his action is resolved on that
turn before anyone else may act in that
turn. However, if two people have the
same initiative, and both act on the
same turn, their actions are resolved simultaneously.
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Example 1: Washuu is displeased with
what happened to her lab after she took
off Maris the Chojo’s restraint harness to
see how it worked. As battle begins,
Washuu and Maris compare Initiative
scores. Washuu’s Athletics is 3 and her
Brains is 6, so her Initiative is 9. Maris’s
Athletics is 4 and her Brains is 2, so her
Initiative is 6. Washuu has the option of
going first in the ensuing combat.

Example 2: It’s a showdown between
the Shinsengumi and the Kenshin-gumi,
with Himura Kenshin, Kamiya Kaoru,
Myoujin Yahiko and Sagara Sanosuke
facing Okita Souji, Hijikata Touzou, Nakagura Shinpatchi and Ichimura Tetsunosuke. Kenshin has 4 Athletics and
3 Brains for 7 Initiative. Kaoru also has
4 Athletics + 3 Brains = 7 Initiative.
Yahiko has 3 + 3 = 6 and Sanosuke has
4 + 2 = 6. On the Shinsengumi side,
Okita has 5 + 5 = 10, Hijikata has 4 + 4
= 8, Shinpatchi has 5 + 3 = 8 and Tetsunosuke has 4 + 3 = 7. So here’s the
action order: Okita, with 10 Initiative,
may act first. Next are Hijikata and
Shinpatchi with 8, at the same time.
Then Kenshin, Kaoru and Tetsunosuke, all with 7, act simultaneously.
Finally, Yahiko and Sanosuke, who
both have 6, take their actions.

Attacking

An attack is resolved
using a contested test of a fighting skill
(such as Hand-to-Hand, Blunt, Blades or
Marksman) with a Difficulty of the target’s Dodge. Before resolving the attack,
the attacking character may use any
abilities that increase his attack, and
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used to escape an area effect attack or
spell by testing against a Difficulty of 1
per 10 feet of distance desired. If Jump
is used, the character MUST move to a
location which represents the distance
jumped. Jumping takes up a character’s action. If the character has already
acted on this round he must sacrifice his
Suppressive Fire As discussed next round’s action to Jump defensively.
above, two or more characters may attempt to work together to hit a target Parrying Parrying is the use of a
neither could hit alone (this works al- weapon to block an incoming attack.
most identically to characters working When parrying, the character attempting
together using the same skill, as de- to parry tests his weapon skill against
scribed above). When using this option, the attacking skill. If the parrying charthe attack occurs on the action of the acter wins the test, the attack is parried.
character with the lowest initiative. The Parrying arrows, bullets or spells are
attacking players choose one character harder, and the Difficulty is increased by
to resolve the attack and deal damage. 1 for arrows, 2 for bullets and 3 for
That character gains +1 to his skill for spells, lasers, death rays and the like.
each person who “helps” with the attack. The parry uses the character’s offensive
Characters who assist must deplete en- action for the round, and the character
ergy or ammo, if they’re using weapons will be unable to attack until next round.
or abilities that use such things.
If the character has already attacked, he
may still parry by sacrificing his NEXT
Defending While a character’s round’s attack to parry. However if he
Dodge forms the basis for his defense does so, he will not be able to attack on
against being hit, there are a number of that round. A character may use his or
ways that a character can decrease his her attack to parry for another, but only
chances of being hit. These include the if they have initative over the attacker
use of the skill Jump, parrying, using and held their action. One may NOT
defensive powers and taking advan- sacrifice their next action to parry for another. A critical failure on a Parry test
tage of combat modifiers.
causes the character’s Dodge to be reto 0 for one round or the parrying
Jump Once per round, a character duced
weapon to be broken.
may jump out of battle or away from his
opponent to avoid an attack. The jumpDodging Area Effects Some
ing character tests his skill against the
attacking skill. If he wins, he jumps special attacks or weapons can affect
clear of the attack. Jump can also be everyone in a given area with a single

the defending character may Jump
away, declare a parry, activate a defensive ability or otherwise declare a defense. Then any combat modifiers are
applied, if appropriate. Once the final
numbers are determined, resolve the
contested test as normal.
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attack as normal. If successful, the attacker has grabbed the opponent. However, every round the target character
may test Power against Power on his
own action to attempt to break out of the
hold. Some abilities may replace Power
for this purpose. Once held, the target is
at the whim of the holder: his Dodge is
reduced to zero and he cannot use any
powers or items that require freedom of
movement. Throwing a held character
can be done with the Throw skill, and
can only be done after successfully lifting the opponent by making a Contested
Combat Modifiers Combat modi- Power v. Power test. You may attempt to
fiers are non-player-controlled modifiers lift and throw on the same turn. See the
to attacks. These situations are based Throw skill for more details.
on the environment in which the battle
is occurring, and the relative positions of Body, Life and Death Anythe combatants.
time a character is hit by an attack, falls
or otherwise gets hurt, he will take damage. Damage is temporarily crossed off
of the character’s listed Body, or if using
Target Behind Cover: -2 Attack.
the Body Card system, a GM will punch
Target Behind Partial Cover: -1 Attack out the lost Body. Body can only be restored through the successful use of a
Larger Target: +1 per size difference.
Medical skill, magical healing, or healing
Smaller Target -1 per size difference
items.
Point Blank: +2 Attack (Ranged Only)
Target more than 30’ away: -1 Attack
Attack Damage Damage for a
(Ranged Only)
Target or attacker Running or Jump- normal hand-to-hand attack is caling: -1/2 of difficulty of Run or Jump culated as Attacker’s Power – (minus)
Test to Attack skill.
Target’s Resilience. Weapons, spells or
powers have their damage listed in their
Attacker’s vision clouded: -1 attack
descriptions, which is reduced by the
Attacker blind: -2 attack
Target’s Resilience. Armor and defensive
Target Prone: Target’s Dodge = 0
powers will list bonuses to be applied to
the Target’s Resilience. Any resulting
Grappling Sometimes a character damage is subtracted from the characmay wish to grab, hold or throw another ter’s Body.
character. In order to grab another
character, simply test a Hand to Hand
test. These attacks usually do not use
Dodge for their Difficulty, but the Dodge
skill can still be used against these attacks. If a character is caught in an area
effect, he may test his Dodge skill. The
base Difficulty is zero at the very edge of
the area, and increases by one for every
five feet closer to the center. A success
on this test allows the character to take
only half the damage from the area effect, rounded down. Please not that only
Jump can be used to truly escape area
effect damage.

TABLE OF MODIFIERS.
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Falling Damage
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A character
takes one point of damage for every 10
feet that he falls. This damage also applies if he is thrown into a wall or other
solid object. In the latter case, the damage is also dealt to the target that gets
hit.

Dying and Death
A character is killed when their Body
falls to 0. At that point the character
falls unconcious and is considered
dying. No matter how much how much
damage an attack does, a single attack
cannot put a person below 0 Body, unless the attack specifically says it can.
However, a dying character can take additional damage from attacks directed at
him. Further, every full round or 10
minutes out of combat) the character
takes 1 damage. Until the character
reaches Body equal to negative his power
he can be saved through the use of Medicine or other forms of healing that bring
him to 1 Body. The loss of 1 Body per
round cannot be halted except through a
specific ability which says it can. At any
time, a dying character may voluntarily
move to negative their own Power so as
to skip dying, and begin the process of
returning to life.

time, other characters can search you,
try to resurrect you, or otherwise manipulate your body (Remember, no touching). You cannot leave the area while
someone is doing this. After this time,
you immediately return to LARP central.
You will then return to play at 1/2 maximum Body in a half hour. If you If you
voluntarily remain out of play for a full
hour , you will return to play at full
Body. If someone brings your body back
to LARP central to be placed in the Hospital or Spirit Return Processing Line, ,
these times are halved (i.e. 15 minutes
for half Body, ½ hour for full Body). Certain powers, abilities and locations may
also reduce the time spent out of game
because of death.

Leave Play

There are a very limited
number of abilities that state that if the
character uses the ability he or she must
“leave play.” Some of these abilities require permanent leaving of the game,
others have conditions for the character
to return. Often these are very potent
abilities. If you use one of these powers,
but wish to keep playing, you should approach a GM. While you will not be able
to return as the same character, you can
volunteer as a temporary assistant, and
will be given some character to be able
Returning to Life Once a to continue to play.
character’s Body reaches Negative
Power, the character has died and can- Escaping Many characters know
not be saved through normal means. that discretion is the better part of valor,
You must remain in the location where and will attempt to flee from a battle
you died for 10 minutes or one full com- rather than engage in combat. In order
bat round. You may leave earlier if no to escape from combat, a character must
character is in the area. During this use his actions to use Run, Jump, Pilot
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Mecha or another relevant movement ability to attempt to get away. In order to escape, you must either get 50’ without
being chased OR you must consistently
stay 20’ ahead of your opponent for three
actions if you are being chased OR you
must get a full level away from your opponent for a full turn. Some characters and
items have abilities that may make escape
easier or harder.

Skill LisT
Acting

This skill doth represent the skill in the
thespian arts. Namely this is the ability
to imitate voices and behavior and otherwise pretend to be someone else. Whenever you are attempting to act like
someone else, you must make an acting
check. You choose the Difficulty of this
test.

ACTING TABLE

Disguised as Character
acting like
-1/2 Brains
Audience doesn’t know
character acting like
-1 Brains
Audience doesn’t know
you
-1 Brains
Audience knows
character you are
acting like
+1 Brains
Audience knows the
person very well
+2 Brains
Person acting like
is in room
+1 Brains
Audience cannot see you -1 Brains
Acting like “generic”
person (cop, etc.)
-2 Brains
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If the test succeeds, your acting is convincing, and anyone trying to see

through it must succeed on a Brains
test with the same Difficulty you chose for
Acting. If you fail, your acting is
shaky, and people may suspect you
are not what you are pretending to be.
They may act accordingly. If you critically fail, you believe that you are acting
well, but everyone else immediately knows
you are faking it. The following modifiers apply to tests to see through Acting.

Archery

This skill represents the ability to hit with
archaic projectile weapons, such as bows,
slingshots and crossbows. The damage and ammunition required is
listed on the item card. Shooting
someone is resolved by testing this
skill against the target’s Dodge. Hitting a
stationary target is a difficulty of 0. Hitting the bullseye on said target is Difficulty 4. You must have ammunition to
shoot someone with this skill.

Authority (always has a type listed).

This skill represents the authority vested
in the character by some force, be it governmental, divine, legal, corporate,
scholastic etc. to uphold and enforce the laws, rules, and codes of
the relevant organization. This is most
often possessed by police officers, military
officers, clergy, politicians, teachers, corporate officers and the like, but may also
be vested in other individuals as necessary.
This skill can be used for a number of purposes. Any character
with Authority can use the
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skill instead of Affluence or add this skill
to Influence, Deception, or Confidence,
but only when such skills would be used
in furtherance of your authority (i.e. in
the line of duty). Authority can also be
used by itself in a number of ways.
Authority can be used a number of
times per day equal to your level in
Authority. Generally, a GM will set the
Difficulty for any Authority test. A character’s personal affluence can be combined with Authority affluence using
combining rules.

ior, it can be raised through promotions
or lowered through demotions. If a character’s behavior is poor enough, he could
even be fired.

BFG

In this world there are guns, and then
there are GUNS. This skill is necessary
to fire large, enormous and ridiculously
big character portable guns. BFGs generally do more damage than their small
counterparts and often have extra effects. In all skill respects they operate
exactly like normal guns, under the
Examples of Authority Use:
Marksman skill, being tested against the
A character with Authority (Law) or Au- target’s Dodge.
thority (Police) can test with a GM or
Judge character to get an arrest warrant
Blades
or APB issued for a lawbreaking character. He may also arrest any character for This skill covers the use of all forms of
which a warrant or APB has been issued. bladed weapons, from a small knife to a
A character with Authority (Corporate) large two handed sword. This skill also
could arrange to have people hired or covers the use of other “blade-like”
fired, to get a corporate credit card weapons, such as energy swords,
(using Authority in place of Affluence), or bokken and bamboo swords. This skill
make use of his company’s resources (of- does not include the ability to hit with
fices, research labs, company cars, etc). thrown blades. A normal attack is made
A character with Authority (School) may by making a contested test of this skill
access school libraries after hours for re- against the target’s Dodge, though cersearch and gain access to various school tain abilities and skills (martial arts atfacilities. He may also be able to mete tacks, magic weapons, etc) may affect
out punishments such as detention to this. Bladed weapons can be used to attack for the damage listed on the item
misbehaving students.
There are many more types of Au- card, to parry attacks, to cut open things
thority and uses for Authority than are as necessary.
listed here, and player creativity is encouraged in the use of this skill. If you’re Blunt Weapons
not sure whether your Authority can do While Blades covers swords and knives,
this skill covers the use of all blunt
something, ask a GM.
Authority is subject to change through- weapons, such as hammers, clubs,
out the weekend. Depending on behav- staves, tonfa, and nunchaku. A normal
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attack is made by testing this skill
against the target’s Dodge, though certain abilities and skills (martial arts attacks, magic weapons, etc) may affect
this. The blunt weapon will deal damage
as listed on the item card. When using
the wrong end of a weapon for a blunt attack, it deals the character’s Power in
damage. Using the flat of a blade deals
Power-1 damage.

Computer Use

This skill covers using computers and
other electronic devices for work, play
and research. Most normal functions of
a personal computer require no test or
have Difficulty zero. If a specialized machine is more difficult or requires special
knowledge to use, that will be noted on
the item card. When doing research with
a computer, test this skill with a GM,
who will set the Difficulty based on the
information you are requesting, and reveal that information if you succeed.
This does not include computer hacking,
which is a special ability.

Hide Stuff

applied by a GM as appropriate. NOTE:
you must test Hide Stuff before you are
killed, searched, yoinked or otherwise
have someone trying to find your items.
If you did not test Hide Stuff before this
happens, it is hidden with a difficulty of
1 only. To find something on someone, a
person must make a Search or Hide
Stuff test against the same Difficulty you
chose when hiding the item
A critical failure on Hide Stuff to hide
something results in the object being
placed in the most obvious place, and
the difficulty of the Hide Stuff test applies as a BONUS to any Search or Yoink
test used. A critical failure in searching
for a concealed item results in placing an
item on the target by accident without
realizing it (if this result is possible).

Deception

This skill is used to tell the god’s honest
truth. No Really. Ok. The skill is about
being able to tell a convincing lie, even if
the player cannot. Testing this skill is
unnecessary if the player simply roleplays the lie successfully. However if the
player is not able/willing to do so
and/or the intended victims clearly
see through your lies, you may use
this skill to represent the character’s enhanced proficiency at deception (i.e. better lying skills). If successful, the target
character must role-play as if he believes
the lie, even if the player knows better.

Ever wonder how ninjas carry endless
Kunai? Or Moose his weapons? Wonder
no more, the answer is the Hide Stuff
skill. To hide an object on your person,
test this skill against a difficulty of your
choice modified by the HS modifier listed
on the item. Generally, small items will
have a + HS modifier, and large, noisy or
moving objects will have a –HS modifier.
An item with an HS modifier of n/a can- Deception is tested by making a connot be hidden through normal means. tested test against the Brains of your inAdditional penalties or bonuses may be tended target. Your target receives a
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bonus of 1 to Brains if the target has
reason to disbelieve you, a bonus of 2 if
the target has written proof and a bonus
of 4 if the target knew the truth before
your lie. However, if you have any form
of corroboration you get a bonus of 1
to Deception. The bonus rises to 2
if your corroboration is written or
particularly trustworthy. Characters
can also “lie” together using normal
combinding rules.

Disguise

This skill involves the art of altering people’s appearances so they look like somebody else. By spending 10 minutes
applying disguise materials, you can
make any one character, including yourself, look like any other character, NPC
or generic person.
(within reason).
Similarly, you can use this skill to alter
the appearance and/or hide the presence of items and things. Anyone who
watches the use of either version of the
skill will automatically know that the
target is disguised.
If used to alter an item or character’s appearance, make a test at Difficulty 0 to
put on the disguise. If the costume
changes the target’s gender, the skill is
at a penalty of 1. If the disguise alters
the target’s height or weight dramatically
(more than 6”/100lbs) it receives an additional. If a costume is prepared in advance and used instead of disguise kit,
the disguising person gets a bonus of 1
to skill. The Difficulty of the disguise
listed on the item card or the Difficulty of
the Disguise check, plus any modifiers

from the item or situation, determines
the difficulty of the Search skill of anyone who tries to see through the disguise.
If you are simply disguising
yourself as a generic person (student,
cop, etc.), you gain a bonus of 1. If used
to hide the presence of an item, use this
skill exactly like the Hide Stuff skill.

DISGU
Dodge

Dodge is your base defense against all
attacks. It is used as the Difficulty for
other characters to hit you, can be tested
to avoid damage from area effects, and
is the resistance to many special powers
and abilities. More details on the use of
dodge can be found in the Combat section.

Hand to Hand (H2H)

It’s hard, but not impossible to find an
anime where someone doesn’t, at some
point, smack someone upside the head.
This skill covers all forms of empty-hand
combat, from the most exquisitely
trained martial artist to the clumsiest
haymaker-throwing yokel in the bar. A
normal attack is made by making a contested test of this skill against the target’s Dodge, though certain abilities and
skills (martial arts attacks, etc) may affect this. Base damage for a H2H attack
is the attacker’s power.

Influence

Some people have the ability to make
people do what they want. Some are impressive, some charming, some seductive, and others intimidating. Regardless
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of the methods or personality used, this
skill is used. You can use this skill to
make others do what you want, for a limited time. Make a contested test of this
skill against the Confidence of the target.
If successful, the target will do what you
say for one round or 10 minutes, or will
complete one simple command. If you
attempt to use this skill on the same
character more than once per day, the
target gains a bonus of 1 to Confidence
for each additional attempt.
You cannot command a person to do
anything that is either suicidal or obviously directly against their truest nature, beliefs, or motivations.

Jump

At this point, we must remind you of rule
number 2: No Anime Stunts. Do not attempt to act out any jump your character will be performing. Anime characters
have the ability to leap long distance,
jump to tree tops and roof tops and fall
long distances with safe landings. All of
this leaping and bounding is summed up
in this skill. The Difficulty of the Jump
is 1 for every ten feet up or ten feet horizontally. You can also test when falling
to land safely and avoid fall damage with
a difficulty of the number of levels fallen.
A player may perform an excellence test
of jumping, with 10 times the final difficulty in feet jumped. A critical failure on
a Jump results in falling from the height
you were attempting to jump for double
the normal damage.
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Jump can also be used in battle to escape harm (or the battle itself). A character may use his action to jump out of
battle or away from his opponent to
avoid an attack. The rules for this use of
Jump are found in the Combat section.
If Jump is used in combat, the character
MUST move to a location which represents the distance leaped.

Magic/Chi

Many characters have the ability to tap,
manipulate and use the mystical energies of the world, whether they call those
forces Ki, Magic, Chi or anything else.
Magic is necessary to activate some
magic items and to cast magical
spells, while Chi is necessary to use
many martial arts items and abilities.
Beyond the magic/martial arts distinction, however, both skills are substantially the same. Any powers and abilities
opened because of the presence of this
skill will be listed as special abilities on
the sheet. This skill can also be used to
recognize mystical abilities the character
sees being used, by testing with a GM,
who will set the Difficulty and, if the
character succeeds, reveal the desired
information.

Marksman

A marksman is someone who is proficient with small arms fire. This skill represents the ability to hit with small
projectile and/or laser weapons; most
often pistols, small machine guns and
hand lasers. Guns do damage as listed
on their item card. Shooting someone
with a gun is resolved by testing this
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skill against the target’s Dodge. Certain
weapons will give bonuses or penalties
to accuracy, as listed on the card. Guns
will also list the type of ammo (Regular
or BFG) which the character must have
in order to shoot someone with the
weapon. If the gun lists a “clip” amount,
this is the most bullets you may use in a
row without taking a full action to reload
the gun.
Automatic fire is an option on some
guns. For these guns, the character can
use up to the full clip (listed on the item
card) to spray bullets and increase his
chances of hitting. For each 3 bullets
used, the attacker gains a +1 to Marksman for that attack.
Spraying Fire: By spending a full clip,
an automatic fire weapon can also be
used to attack up to three characters at
once with a normal, unmodified Marksman attack. The three must be within a
reasonable (i.e. 1 arms length or so) distance from each other.

Mechanics

Mechanics and repair people make a fortune in the world of anime, as everything
gets broken regularly. This skill can be
used to repair the Integrity of an item as
well as the Body of any robotic characters. The Difficulty is the amount of Integrity you wish to repair. Succeed, and
you have repaired that amount. It takes
15 minutes to repair an item with mechanical tools, but a skilled mechanic
may reduce this time by 2 minutes per
extra level of Difficulty applied to the
test. This skill cannot be attempted with-

out mechanical tools. A critical failure
on a Mechanics check does 2 points of
damage to the item.

Medicine

In a world of violence and mayhem, doctors are a character’s best friend. Characters possessing this skill can put
characters back together when they have
been hurt, and restore their Body. Test
this skill against a Difficulty equal to the
amount of Body you wish to restore.
Using Medicine takes 10 minutes if you
have medical supplies, or 30 minutes
otherwise.

Mounted Weapons

This skill represents the ability to control
and hit with non-melee weapons that are
mounted on a vehicle or mecha. The
damage for such weapons will be listed
on the mech, vehicle or weapon card.
Shooting someone with a mecha weapon
is resolved by testing this skill against
the target’s pilot’s Pilot skill or if targeting a non-vehicle / non-mech against
Dodge, but with the size modifiers listed
in the Mecha section. This skill can also
be applied to non-character weapons
that are not mounted on a mecha or vehicle but could be.

Pilot Mecha

This skill represents the ability to pilot
and control Mecha. The mecha will be
represented by a separate sheet, with its
own attributes, armaments and abilities.
Testing is only necessary for complex
maneuvering or maneuvering in small
areas, and may require contested tests.
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This skill is used in place of Dodge,
Blades, Blunt and Hand to Hand for the
mecha. Dodge, however, is limited by
the Mecha’s Athletics. As with mounted
weapons, this is tested against the Pilot
Mecha skill of the target’ Mech’s pilot or
the Athletics of the Mech whichever is
lower, or if targeting non-vehicle/nonmech, against Dodge modified by any
appropriate size modifiers. See the
Mecha section for more details.

Pilot Vehicle

affect attack unless you run before the
attack occurs. It can, however, be used
to run away during combat, or catch
someone who is trying to run away from
battle. Note: Unlike most skills, a group
of characters may not combine their Run
skills.

Science

This skill represents the character’s
knowledge of science and all things scientific. The skill can be used to figure
out how devices work, use scientific devices and high-tech equipment, and
make scientific analysis of things. This
skill is often used by making a test with
a GM.

This skill represents the ability to control
or drive cars, bikes, motorcycles, airplanes and other normal vehicles. This
skill will always identify the nature of the
vehicle your character can operate (for
example: Motorcycles, Air, Water, or Search
Space). If nothing is listed, it is assumed Every LARP needs a way for characters
that the skill is limited to normal driving, to find hidden things and people, see
and any vehicle included on your sheet. through disguises, and overcome other
visual challenges that cannot be handled
Run
through the player’s eyes. This skill is
It’s the most natural thing in the world, that skill. Details on its use can be
and in anime it’s often an activity of life- found in the various skills that it is used
or-death importance. Run represents to overcome, such as Stealth and Hide
just how fleet-footed a character is, Stuff. Search can also be tested with a
whether he’s running from a miffed GM to search an area for hidden items.
neighbor of the female persuasion, or the
incoming wrath of a three-ton satellite Special Weapon
about to render him molecular. Running Sometimes a character will use a
a set distance requires a test against a weapon that does not fall within the
difficulty of 1 per 10’ you are attempting skills of BFG, Blades, Blunt, Hand to
to cover. To see how far you can Run in Hand, Marksman or Throw.
Such
one action, use an excellence test, and weapons may include unique, one of a
the character runs 10 times the final dif- kind weapons, or simply odd normal
ficulty in feet. While Run can cover the weapons, like bola, whips, blowguns or
same distance as Jump, it cannot be tops. This skill represents a
used to escape the radius of an area of character’s ability to wield his
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special weapon. It should be used exactly like the skill(s) it most closely resembles. If the weapon can be used like
more than one other weapon, this skill
can be used as all of the relevant weapon
skills for this weapon only.

Stealth

Blending into the shadows, hiding behind doors, sneaking up (or past) opponents, stowing away in a barrel, and
other forms of hiding and sneaking are
all things that anime characters love to
do. Whether it’s a Ninja, or a lustful
high school student, everyone has some
reason to be sneaky. When a character
successfully uses this skill, he can only
be seen and/or heard by someone who
uses Search (or some other detection
power/ability) to notice them.
In order to use this skill to hide, you
must have something to hide behind or
inside, such as a mecha, a deep shadow,
a wall, a corner, a door or a plant. The
item you hide behind may either be real
(i.e. actually existing such that the players can see it) or imaginary. However, if
it is imaginary, it must be an item that
existed in game previously, such as a
mech on the scene or a table that has
been identified by a GM. If you are trying to hide behind a particularly
large object, you gain +1 to your
Stealth skill. If you are trying to hide
behind a tiny object (or hide a large person behind a normal one), you get a
penalty of -1 to your Stealth skill.

have successfully hidden yourself. If you
fail, you must wait at least one round or
ten minutes to try again. In order to
spot you when you are hidden, a character must make a Search test against
the same Difficulty you chose for your
Stealth test. Every time you move from
one hiding spot to another, characters
trying to spot you will get to make an additional check. Make sure to account for
any changes caused by the item hidden
behind when you move.

If you critically fail on Stealth, you unknowingly give your position away, and
can be spotted by everyone without a
test. Note that you do not know you
have given yourself away until someone
does something to let you know.
If you attempt to use this skill to slip
past someone without being seen, make
a contested test against the Search of
the person you are trying to slip past
each turn you try to move. Your skill receives a penalty of 2 if you attempt to
use Run or Jump while sneaking.

Throw

While there are many different types of
thrown weapons, this skill is used for all
of them. From grenades, to shuriken, to
kunai, to spears to bodies, if you throw
it, you use this skill.
The thrown
weapon will do damage as listed on its
item card. A non-weapon thrown at
someone will deal damage equal to the
Power needed to throw it, but the damage will be applied to both the object and
To use Stealth, test the skill at a Diffi- the target. Some cards may list more
culty of your choice. If you win, you than one of a thrown weapon. In this
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case, cross off the weapon as you throw
it. You must show the card to the victim,
as any non-exploding thrown weapons
can be retrieved by the thrower and/or
claimed by the victim. Throwing a
weapon at someone is resolved by testing
this skill against the target’s Dodge.
Throwing a willing person and/or dead
body up to a higher level can be done
with an uncontested test against the
number of levels you wish to throw. You
must still have sufficient Power to lift the
person you wish to throw.

directly on a character sheet is more
complicated than a regular Yoink check
will allow. See the item secton below for
more details.

ITEMS

In order to prevent the need for unwieldy
(and sometimes rule-violating) props, we
use Item Cards to represent the things
characters have and can use and trade.
These items range from the thoroughly
silly and mundane all the way to sentient and highly dangerous.

As with the Jump rules, we must remind
you of rule number 2: No Anime Stunts. Most characters will start out with an
Do not attempt to throw anybody in the item or two (sometimes even more).
These items will be represented by
LARP. Seriously. Come on.
cards, which will generally have an
image, descriptive text, and a few releYoink
vant values—like Integrity, the Body for
The skill represents the ability to take items, Damage, HS modifier, and nmbe
things from people and places without of uses. If the item represents somebeing detected or triggering traps. Pick- thing consumable, or with a limited
ing pockets is done by simply making a number of uses, you must mark off each
contested test of this skill against the use according to the instructions written
Hide Stuff Difficulty used to conceal the on the card. If a consumable item, like,
item. If Hide Stuff was not used, the Dif- say, a slice of cake, has no number of
ficulty is 0 for items in plain sight and 1 uses indicated on it, it’s considered a
for hidden items. If the victim is suspi- one-shot card. Use it, and it’s gone
cious, or you fail your test, the victim and no longer in play. You may dismay test Search against you. You may card the card, return it to a GM, or keep
choose to defend with either Stealth or it as a souveneir, but it cannot be used
Yoink. If you are not targeting a specific again.
item, and are simply trying to steal from
someone, you may test this skill against
Losing and Finding Items
a Difficulty of your choice. The character will give you a random item that This is important. If you should discover
could have been stolen at that Difficulty. that your Sword Item Card has vanished
Please note that stealing the item listed from your possession, it’s precisely as if
your character has lost or misplaced
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that item. Can’t find your Senzu Beans?
You must have dropped them somewhere. Can’t find your Motorcycle? Well,
you’re pretty sure you parked it around
here somewhere.

thought it best to list it directly on your
sheet. Please note that this does not
mean this item can’t be stolen. It merely
means that it can’t be lost or misplaced
in the same way a regular item can (take,
for example, Vash’s Arm Gun or BellAs for finding items—let’s say you as dandy’s Angel).
a player are out and about and you
find a Bottle of Sake Item Card sitting If someone tries to steal a character
unattended at a table. Well, for all prac- sheet item, please consult a GM. If the
tical purposes, it’s as if your character theft attempt is successful, the item
has suddenly scored a bottle of sake. must be officially signed over to the new
The only exception to this is that any owner who will receive an item card for
Item Cards found on the GM’s table—sit- it. If someone attempts to steal a random
ting around, or (particularly) in a binder item, either with the Yoink skill or an
marked “Items” are not considered lost, ability, he will never steal the character
and are part of the GMs continuing ef- sheet item. Even if the target has nothforts to make your LARP experience the ing other than the item printed directly
best one we can give. Do not take Item on his sheet, the skill or ability won’t
Cards from the GM table, or from a GM work—the thief will come up emptyproper, unless the card is being offered handed. To steal a character sheet item,
to you by a GM.
it must be targeted specifically.

Breaking and Fixing Items

Like characters, items can take damage.
All Item Cards should have a listed Integrity, and any damage dealt to the item
is subtracted from this score. If an item
reaches zero Integrity, it is destroyed.
Broken items can be fixed using the Mechanics skill. Details on repairing damaged items can be found under
Mechanics in the Skills section.

Character Sheet Item

You may find that there’s an Item Card
printed directly onto the back of you
character sheet. This represents an item
that is so closely tied to your character,
physically or thematically, that we

Custom Item Cards

Items are meant to enhance the LARP—
make things more fun, give players new
options and ideas, etc. In certain circumstances (usually generated by creative thinking and good roleplaying), new
items can be requested or created that
we don’t have pre-made in our Item Card
Stash. Do not abuse this privilege, as
our hands do tire, and do not try to forge
items cards. Like the US Treasury, we
have ways of verifying the authenticity of
handwritten cards and we are quite
cranky when someone tries to cheat in
our game. Cranky GMs are bad. No fun.
Do not incite. You’ve been warned.
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Acquiring new items

Your Affluence determines not only how
much general purchasing power you
have, but also determines how many
times per day you can try to use your
financial might. If you have 3 Affluence,
you can test only 3 times a day to acquire something by buying it outright.

game. Instead, Affluence values have
rough material equivalents. When you
test Affluence with a GM, the GM will set
the Difficulty depending on the item for
which you are asking. See the table
below for some examples and their difficulties.

Cash and Credit

How does one go about getting things
one might need? Well, there’s always
barter and trade—favors for favors,
items for items. This is the number one
way to get whatever it is that you might
want. However, in certain situations, it’s
possible or even necessary to try to buy
things directly from a fine purveyor of Affluence can be pooled like any other
such goods. This is where Affluence tests attribute or skill, which means that with
enough effort, buying a K12 mecha isn’t
come in.
out of the question (so long as it’s availThere is no regular currency in the able on the market).

Test Affluence

at a Difficulty of…

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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There are two special item cards that
are directly related to Affluence. Just
like it says, Cash represents a wad of
cold hard currency and will list an effective Affluence value on the card. Credit
represents a line of credit of some type
(a credit card, a letter of credit from a
…to requisition…
bank) that will also list an effective AffluRamen, can of soda,
ence value on the item card.
pack of gum, pack of
Before we go into the details of cash and
cigarettes
credit: you’ll find that the economy is a
knife, radio, bottle of
closed system—there is only a certain
sake, regular ammo
amount of cash circulating in the
plane ticket, pistol, cell game. This means that there will be
phone, BFG ammo
no handwritten custom cash cards
car, seats to a first rate in the game. None. Whatsoever.
boxing match
Now, the way cash works is similar
APC or small tank, front to Affluence itself, except that it can be
row seats to a first rate used only once. It’s a one-shot deal, win
boxing match
or lose, no matter what the value. Once
Hired mercenary team, the Affluence value of the card is tested,
fighter jet
the card is considered used and must be
Aircraft carrier
returned to the GM’s table.
K12 Mecha
Credit works almost identically to Cash,
Single orbital strike,
except that it can be used as
purchasing a small
many times as its Affluence
Caribbean island
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value for the whole weekend (as opposed
to the straight Affluence attribute, which
can be used as many times as its value
per day). So, if you have a Credit item
card with a value of 3, it can be used
three times during the entire weekend
before it is considered used up, and
must then be returned to the GM’s table.

MECHA

(human-sized or smaller) to seven
(planet-sized or—gasp—larger). For purposes of lifting and throwing objects, and
any other non-combat test of Power,
mecha have +3 Power for each level of
Scale above zero. Scale also has effects
in combat, which are discussed in the
Mecha Combat section below.

Scale Examples

0
Now you know for sure this is an anime 1
LARP because there’s an entire section 2
devoted specifically to giant robots.
Mecha and large vehicles are governed
by all of the rules for items, as well as 3
some of the rules for characters. Like
characters, mecha have sheets that list 4
their Attributes, Skills and any special
abilities they may have. A mecha may 5
also be printed as a Character Sheet
Item that the pilot cannot normally lose. 6
7

Mecha Attributes and Skills

All mecha have the following Attributes:
Power, Athletics, Integrity, Resilience
and Energy. The most common Mecha
skills are Run, Jump and Flight. All
mecha Attributes and Skills function exactly as they are described in the Character and Item sections, except where
those rules are superseded by the special mecha rules below.

Mecha Scale

Hardsuits, cars, humans
Land-Mate, tanks
Gundam, Valkyrie, Guymelf,
Eva unit, Dancougar, aircraft
carriers
Mazinger Z, Getter Robo,
Boss Borot
SRX-1, Mazinkaiser, Shin
Getter Robo
Space Runway Ideon,
Daiturn 3, starships
Voltron
Unicron

Mecha Energy

Mecha do not regain energy each morning as characters do, nor can they regain
energy by “resting.” Instead, characters
must take in-game actions, such as refueling, to restore energy to their mecha.
However, mecha also do not suffer the
same penalties as characters for running
out of energy. They simply can’t use
abilities that require energy until their
energy is restored.

All mecha have an additional Attribute
Mecha Combat
listed on their sheets: Scale. Scale is a
size category that describes how large Mecha combat functions similarly to
the mecha is, and it ranges from zero combat involving humans, but there are
several special rules.
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A mecha’s Initiative is equal to the
mecha’s Athletics plus the pilot’s Brains.
A mecha’s Dodge is equal to the pilot’s
Pilot Mecha or the mecha’s Athletics,
whichever is lower.
Some modifiers apply to fights between
mecha with different Scales. For each
level of scale above its opponent, a
mecha gains +3 Power and Resilience,
but all its attacking difficulties are increased by +1. All mecha weapons not
based on Power also gain +3 damage ber
scale difference, unless the entry specifically says otherwise. For each level of
scale blow its opponent, a mecha (on
non-mecha fighting a mecha opponent)
has its attack Difficulty reduced by 1.
Any non-mecha is considered to have a
Scale of zero for this rule.

falls below Power, the mecha is destroyed. Like items, mechas’ Integrity
can be restored through the Mechanics
skill. Any characters inside a mecha
when it is destroyed automatically suffer
10 points of damage from explosions,
collapses, etc. Unless otherwise noted
on the mecha sheet, a pilot may eject
from his mecha at any time, even if the
mecha’s Integrity is below zero.

Why are you still here?

Um…we’re done here. I know, sure, it’s
kind of abrupt, but we figured you’d be
ready and raring to get started playing in
the LARP, and after reading this, you
know all there is to know, you know?
Like we said at the start of this thing,
the most important part of this game
is having a good time. Sure, the rules
take a little while to get used to, but
that’s part of the fun, really. Now get on
If a mecha crashes while running, the out there, meet your fellow players and
mecha and the object into which it GMs, and have a blast! Go on, now, go!
crashed both take damage equal the Difficulty of the mecha’s Run test multiplied
by its Scale. If the mecha’s Scale is zero,
the damage is equal to the difficulty of
the Run test made by the Mecha. The
pilot and any passengers in a mecha
that crashes also take damage equal to
the difficulty of the Run test.

Destroying Mecha

When a mecha reaches zero Integrity, it
ceases to function, and can no longer
move or take any actions. Further attacks against the mecha can reduce its
Integrity below zero, but mecha do not
bleed out. When remaining Integrity
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